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 The CD test applies a 
specified potential to a 
coated steel sample 

 The coating has a 
deliberate holiday 
drilled through it. 

 The coating is 
immersed in an 
electrolyte. 

 Disbondment of the 
coating around the 
initial holiday is 
measured. 



 Techniques in anode isolation in laboratory CD testing 
have been developed to more closely simulate 
conditions in the field where there is generally large 
separation of anode from the holidays in the pipe 
coating. 

 

 This study examines different anode isolation 
techniques and looks at their effects on the pH of the 
solution and on the disbondment observed in test 



Anode Reaction: 

 2 Cl-              Cl2 + 2 e- 

 

Cathode Reactions: 

 2 H2O + 2 e-                2 OH-        +  H2 

 ½ O2 + H2O + 2e  2 OH 

 

Hypochlorite Formation: 

  Cl2 + 2 OH-                H2O + Cl- + ClO- 

 

Not normally seen in Field because of separation of anode 
from cathode (holidays in the pipeline coating) 



The analysis of different anode isolation 
techniques was conducted by keeping most test 
parameters the same and measuring for each 
different isolation technique: 
 

  pH versus time 

 

  Disbondment at 672 hours (28 days) 



 Samples all cut from the same applications of two liquid 

epoxy coatings 

 Diameter and volume of attached test cells was the same 

 Use of Platinum wire anodes 

 Ambient temperature 

 Test solution was 3% NaCl aq. 

 Voltage was –1.5V 

 Duration was 28 days 

 Initial holiday was 3.2 mm diameter 



 





 









 





hole is opposite anode placement 





 
 

Blue Epoxy/Urethane Coating-1.5V.29 Days at RT 
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Brown Epoxy Coating 1.5 V.28 Days at RT 
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 The Brown Coating is less resistant to Cathodic 
Disbondment than the Blue Coating 

 There was only slight variation in disbondment 
versus the different anode isolation methods but 
higher differences in the pH of the tests 

 The “no anode isolation” CSA Z245 method 
resulted in a significantly lower pH of test 

 The CSA Z245 also resulted in the highest level of 
disbondment probably related to hypochlorite 
formation since normally higher pH leads to more 
disbondment 

 The concentric pot had less effect on pH than the 
other isolation methods probably because of no 
physical barrier in the system 

 



The graph is excerpted from "Fusion-Bonded Epoxy (FBE): A Foundation for 
Pipeline Corrosion Protection" by J. Alan Kehr, Copyright NACE 

International 2003.  



 Anode isolation technique variation does not have 
a very high affect on the disbondment of the tested 
coatings although it does affect pH 

 Although there was no measurable loss of film 
thickness the hypochlorite generated in the “no 
anode isolation” method resulted in slightly higher 
cathodic disbondment. 

 There were some differences observed in this 
study which do not mirror results of other studies 
and it is assumed that this is most likely 
attributable to coating chemistry and so it is 
proposed that additional research be conducted 
using coatings of other chemistries. 
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